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ing» is used (heading one five zero). But here the use of the preposition «to» is inappropri
ate. The phrase should have had tlie view: «Tuming right heading one five zero». 

The distortion of the meaning up to the opposite is iUustrated also by tlie following 
examples: CONFLICT AT L E V E L 5000 < Clear of conflict, level at 5000; CONFLICT 
TRAF'FIC AT 5000 FEE'f < Clear of conilict, level at 5000; WE H A V E CONFITCT < 
Clear of conflict; WE H A V E CONFITCT LEFT < Clear of conflict, level at 5000; 
HOW POSITION < Hold position; ACCOMI'LISH THE CHECK < I can't issue take
off clearance; ACCOMI>LISH TAKE-OFF < I can't issue take-off clearance; HOLD 
DEPARTURE < Line up and hold, prepare for departure; R E A D Y FOR IMMEDIATE 
DEPARTURE < Ready 5 minute departure [5]. It is unnecessary to say that such kind of 
misunderstanding causes veiy serious and often ineversible aftereffects. 

Studying such samples of air communication some authors (e.g., [5]) come to 
tlie conclusion that the communicants, especially in extreme situations, orientate 
themselves towards understanding the meaning of words, the purport and tlie infor
mation content of the message. They do not consider and finally miss the sounding of 
the phrase and fail to grasp the main idea of what was said misinterpreting the re
ceived message transforming it into a similarly sounding utterance: CROSSING 5000 
FEET < passing 5000 feet; SPEEDBIRD 937 WE H A V E PUSH B A C K < Speedbird 
937 is pushing back; C L E A R E D TO PUSH B A C K < push back approved; TAXI TO 
HOLDING POINT FOR RW (Runway) 24 < taxi to holding point L3. It is stated tliat 
such misinterpretation may be explained by the specific feature of auditor}' percep
tion characterized according to the follov.'ing principles: 1) down-top perception 
(from sound to meaning) and 2) top-down perception (from meaning to sound). In 
case of «pilot-controller» radio communication, the latter type usually prevails, that is 
why the lexical changes pilots make often contain words or word combinations 
whose phonetic form has notliing in common with the original forms, as in: REPORT 
REACHING < call on reaching. Grammar characteristics of utterances are paid no or 
little attention to, as the pilots try to understand the lexical meaning first, and this fact 
is implied by the very essence and regulations of the radio telephoning procedure. 

4. Inadequate speaking rate and response rate. The level of understanding of infomiation 
even in situations, when tlie communicants are native speakers, lias a certain tlireshold (about 
275 words per minute), but the recommendation it is necessary to follow is 100 words per 
minute. Extremely high intensity of flights in some regions and zones does not allow to ad
here to this recommended rate of speech that can cause misunderstandings. Sometimes, vvhen 
a communicant cannot fully understand or make up his mind and find the words for response, 
he fills a pause using sounds expressing uncertainty (ah, okey, yea, Lih) or gives a false infor
mation by mistake These also contnbute to inadequate results. 

The study of typical mistakes in the speech of radio exchange communicants 
and the works devoted to their consideration can lead to some conclusions. In a short 
form, they contain the following. 

Introducing the requirements to language proficiency ICAO specified the neces
sity of the use of standard phraseology adopted by this organization for all situations 
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for which it is intended. However, this requirement continues to be not complied 
with. Moreover, even the high level of the English language proficiency not always 
guarantees the adequate understanding of radio communication reports. In a non
standard situation, when the commands of A T C controller go beyond the usual lim
ited set of commands of civil aviation radio exchange, there can be misunderstanding 
and incorrect perception of messages, resulting in catastrophic consequences. 

Dialogic speech is a basic form of realization of the radio exchange sublan
guage. Ineffective communication can be caused both by radio exchange structural 
features (including elliptical grammar structures, syntactic compressions, shortenings, 
abridged structures, special lexical and semantic forms) and by accidental, casua l ir
regularities or unprofessional violations of special language rules (including irregular 
omissions, incorrect abbreviations, misunderstanding of lexical and morphological 
forms, numerals in particular, nons tandard pronunciation, speech disorders and the 
like). The training of p i lo t s in radio exchange .appears ineffective without good basic 
knowledge of English and a high level of personal discipline. 
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